Products and Services
About evolutionQ
evolutionQ offers quantum-safe cyber security products and services. We focus on customers looking to assess
their organization’s resilience to threats from quantum computing and migrate to a state of quantum-safe
readiness. evolutionQ services include Quantum Risk Assessments that help customers determine their level of
exposure to quantum computing risk, and technical support services for the popular open-source post
quantum cryptography toolkit Open Quantum Safe (libOQS). evolutionQ products include software systems
that are used for controlling and operating a quantum network made up of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
devices, including both optical fiber and satellite based QKD. The company has been founded by the pioneers
of quantum risk analysis and quantum-safe solutions: Dr Michele Mosca, Dr. David Jao and Dr. Norbert
Lutkenhaus.

Quantum-Safe Advisory Services
Quantum-Strategy Workshops,
Education and Advisement

Quantum Risk Assessments

Quantum-Safe Research and
Technical Services

Guiding business teams through
the process of reviewing business
critical systems for quantum
related vulnerabilities. Working
with business teams to construct a
quantum-safe transition plan that
balances cost considerations with
the time available for quantum
transitions.

Layering Quantum considerations
onto customer’s existing risk
assessment and risk management
practices and policies. evolutionQ
QRAs offer suitable templates for
customer’s internal risk assessors
to appropriately evaluate quantum
threats to business critical systems
and information assets.

evolutionQ’s mathematicians and
Ph.D researchers are available to
help evaluate quantum-readiness
of products being assessed within
the context of customer’s business.
If quantum-safe features need to
be added to customer software or
systems, evolutionQ software
developers can quickly augment a
customer’s technical team to assist
in quantum-safe feature design..

Quantum-Safe Products
QKD Network and Key Management Software
•
•
•
•

Rapidly build Proof of Concept
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
Networks
Dynamically grow a QKD Network
with a vendor neutral platform
Tame complex QKD Network
Topologies
Seamlessly integrate fiber and
satellite-based QKD

Open-Source Long Term Support
OpenQuantumSafe is the premier OpenSource software development tool for
including Post Quantum Cryptography
(PQC) in software projects. evolutionQ
offers long term maintenance contracts
on customer’s version of the tool to ensure
that updates and bug fixes to the open
source project are back-ported to the
customer’s
version,
easing
the
maintenance strain and reducing re-work
over time.

